Together with our extensive range of decorative materials, our fabrication facility offers you unlimited choice and opportunities – we can manufacture almost anything from bespoke wall panelling to vanity units, cubicles, worktops, units components and frontals.

Here at Arnold Laver Oldbury, we have over 40 years experience in the supply and manufacture of laminated material, focusing on our customers requirements and recognising that flexibility, reliability and attention to detail are key in delivering results.

Did you know that as well as providing high quality timber, competitive pricing and a great stock holding we also offer:

- Pro-Bonding, operating a hot oil press to deliver quick turnaround - boards up to 10ft x 5ft
- Pro-cutting service of components for any project, range of sheet sizes including jumbo boards
- Stock an extensive range of high-pressure laminates and veneers

**CUSTOMERS WE SUPPLY**

- Shopfitters
- Hotel & Leisure Sectors
- Furniture Manufacturers
- Kitchen Manufacturers
- Educational Furniture Producers
- Student Accommodation Providers
- Refurbishment and Maintenance

**HOW TO FIND US**

Dudley Road
Oldbury
Birmingham
West Midlands
B69 3DA

Email us: fabrications@laver.co.uk

laver.co.uk

Hardwoods | Softwoods | Joinery Products | Sheet Materials | Cladding | Decorative Surfaces

0121 544 7186